
REACTION PAPER ON HOW HARDWIRED IS HUMAN BEHAVIOR

Human beings are, in other words, hardwired. psychology is useful to managers because it provides a new and
provocative way to think about human nature;.

Conflicts involved in decision making processes in organizations. By studying societies past and present,
Darwinian anthropologists are identifying cultural universals with regard to gender relations, art and ritual,
language and thought, and trading and competition. And certainly those human beings willing to do anything
to save themselves would be those that lived to pass on the genes that encoded such determination. A final
point must be made on the matter of classification before calculus, and it comes in the area of skill
development. The worst problem an organization can get itself into, this line of thinking suggests, is to have a
leader who does not want to lead. If so, then some claims of evolutionary psychology give us convenient but
dangerous excuses for behaviors that seem unacceptable. He said But the truth is, today we need rationality
more than ever. In a particularly interesting article Nicholson describes the evidence for new models of
management that the scientific discipline of evolutionary psychology is now offering business. You can take
the person out of the Stone Age, not the Stone Age out of the person. They have systematized their vast and
complex world. On average, people avoid risk except when threatened. Perhaps the most concrete take-away
from this contention is that if want people to be risk takers, frame the situation as threatening. Some people are
more dominant than others. To identify our programming for social living, scientists in the field of
evolutionary psychology have looked for common features across human societies, past and present, and
extrapolated from them what must be biogenetic. The legacy of this dynamic is that human beings put
confidence before realism and work hard to shield themselves from any evidence that would undermine their
mind games. Traders and managers collectively pore over risk-bearing market positions to limit financial
exposure. The negatives have by far the greater power and can wipe out in one stroke all the built-up credit of
positive messages. First, the most important attribute for leadership is the desire to lead. What aspects of social
behavior can be explained by our evolved circuitry? Social Psychology. The thoughts and emotions that best
served them were programmed into their psyches and continue to drive many aspects of human behavior
today. Some scientists, for instance, believe that evolutionary psychology overstates the biogenetic origin of
cultural mores and norms and understates the capacity of learning and language to shape human nature. Below
are my three initial design ideas: Idea 1 Idea 2 Idea 3 After designing these three initila ideas I e-mialed them
to the enhlish rep and asked for his feedback on the designs, and which one he would prefer me to develop.
Although oxytocin has been known for almost a hundred years, research into its effects on behavior and exact
function is still ongoing and has recently picked up. Rather, it means that you must protect yourself in certain
ways. If evolution shaped the human body, they say, it also shaped the human mind. Clans on the Savannah
Plain, for example, appear to have had no more than members. Indeed, an increasingly robust body of studies
on twins conducted by behavioral geneticists indicates that people are born with set predispositions that
harden as they age into adulthood. We can see this same kind of behavior in children; when they are securely
attachedâ€”confident that an adult will prevent any harm from coming to themâ€”they can be quite
adventurous. For managers to be competent leaders, it is then important to have that desire and passion to lead,
otherwise the organization suffers in the long run. Rather, I have been critical because evolutionary
psychologists seem unwilling to draw lines between what can be taken as demonstrated and what remains
speculative, making the discipline more of a faith than a science. And the faster you made decisions like these,
the more likely you were to survive. Indeed, managers should try to keep teams, such as work groups and
committees, to manageable family-size proportions of up to 


